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First you'll learn how to build out your shared, virtual, or dedicated host. Then, you'll see how to build your applications for production and deploy them with one step, every time. Deploying Rails Applications will take you from a simple shared host through a highly scalable clustered and balanced setup with Nginx.
  See how to tell whether you've bought enough firepower, and learn how to optimize your Rails projects applications in a systemic, rational way. Take advantage of advanced caching techniques, and become and expert with the latest servers in Nginx and Mongrel. Don't worry. You'll get a dose of Apache too.  

  Not only will you learn how to configure your production environment, you'll also see how to monitor it with free, automated tools that can restart your servers when the memory use gets too high for comfort. You'll see how to take a performance baseline, profile for bottlenecks, and solve the most common performance problems you're likely to see.  

  You'll learn:  

  Everything from source control and migrations to Capistrano, rake tasks and beyond.

  Directly from authors who run EngineYard, one of the best Rails hosts in the business.

  How to deploy your applications to multiple production servers with a single command using Capistrano.

  How to setup a Rails/Nginx/Mongrel cluster for applications with high scalabilty needs.

  ...and more!

     About the Author
   

Ezra Zygmuntowicz is a co-founder of EngineYard.com, a scalable Rails hosting service. He is the author of the Rails Deployment book for the Pragmatic Programmers and has contributed many open source Ruby and Rails related projects such as BackgrounDrb, ez-where, Rubinius and Merb. He is a speaker at The Rails Edge, the 2006 & 2007 RailsConf and the 2007 SDForum Ruby conference as well as The Ruby HoeDown and RubyEast. He has been working with Ruby for over 4 years now and picked up Rails in the summer of 2004. In his spare time he likes to hack Ruby, Scheme and Erlang and tinker with his vintage 54 VW beetle.

Bruce Tate is a father, kayaker, author and independent consultant in Austin, Tx. He is the author of seven books, including the best selling Bitter series, the Jolt-winning Better, Faster, Lighter Java, the Spring Developer's Notebook, and From Java To Ruby: Things Every Manager Should Know.

Clinton Begin has built a presence in both the enterprise and open source  communities.  Having consulted as a Senior Developer and Agile Mentor for  industry greats such as ThoughtWorks, Microsoft and Stanford University, his  experiences have spanned a broad range of business and technical domains.  Clinton has applied agile methodologies, open source software, Java, .NET  and Ruby to the development of large-scale applications. He is an  experienced author, speaker, and has delivered formal presentations and  training from San Francisco to New York City.       
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Administering ArcGIS for ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Installing and configuring ArcGIS for Server to publish, optimize, and secure GIS services


	About This Book

	
		Configure ArcGIS for Server to achieve maximum performance and response time
	
		Understand the product mechanics to build up good troubleshooting skills
	
		Filled with...
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Building Embedded Systems: Programmable HardwareApress, 2016

	 This is a book about developing the software and hardware you never think about. We're talking about the nitty-gritty behind the buttons on your microwave, inside your thermostat, inside the keyboard used to type this description, and even running the monitor on which you are reading it now. Such stuff is termed embedded systems,...
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Radiology Sourcebook: A Practical Guide for Reference and TrainingHumana Press, 2002

	Douglas P. Beall, MD, summarizes the early experiences of established clinicians to create a compendium of everything you need to know during your formative years in radiology. Written for radiology residents and fellows and newly minted radiologists, the Radiology Sourcebook provides vital professional information and sound guidance on such...
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Phantasia in Aristotle's Ethics: Reception in the Arabic, Greek, Hebrew and Latin Traditions (Bloomsbury Studies in the Aristotelian Tradition)Bloomsbury Reference, 2018

	
		In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle suggests that a moral principle 'does not immediately appear to the man who has been corrupted by pleasure or pain'. Phantasia in Aristotle's Ethics investigates his claim and its reception in ancient and medieval Aristotelian traditions, including Arabic, Greek, Hebrew...
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Carrier Grade Voice Over IP (second edition)McGraw-Hill, 2002
NEW EDITION OF---CUTTING-EDGE SOLUTIONS CUT-TO-THE-CHASE STYLE
 In the race to put carrier-quality voice over IP (VoIP)——those using this book run faster and falter less. International expert Daniel Collins’ greatly enhanced Carrier Grade Voice over IP brings you leading-edge signaling schemes,...
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The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital PhotographersPeachpit Press, 2007

	Scott Kelby was honored with Professional Photographer magazine’s highly coveted 2008 Hot One Award for The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital Photographers. Here’s what Jeff Kent, the Hot One Editor at Professional Photographer, has to say about the book: “In a how-to published by Peachpit Press, Scott Kelby,...
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